Bacillus subtilis RNA polymerase and its modification in sporulating and phage-infected bacteria.
Bacillus subtilis RNA polymerase holoenzyme consists of the subunits beta', beta, sigma, alpha, delta, and omega. In sporulating bacteria and in bacteria infected with phages SP01 and SP82, this enzyme undergoes changes in subunit composition and transcriptional specificity that could play a regulatory role in gene transcription. Sporulating bacteria may contain a specific component that inhibits the activity of the sigma subunit of polymerase probably by interfering with the binding of sigma-polypeptide to core enzyme. The hypothetical inhibitor may be metabolically unstable, since its activity is rapidly depleted from sporulating cells in the presence of chloramphenicol. Inhibition of sigma-polypeptide activity may restrict the transcription of phage DNA an infected sporulating cells. Although lacking the sigma-subunit, RNA polymerase purified from sporulating cells contains sporulation-specific subunits of 85,000 and 27,000 daltons. In SP01-infected bacteria, the sigma-subunit is replaced by phage-induced subunits. Purified enzyme containing the protein product of SP01 regulatory gene 28 directs the transcription of phage middle genes in vitro, while enzyme containing phage-induced polypeptides V and VI preferentially copies late genes. Accurate transcription of middle and late genes in vitro requires the host delta-subunit of polymerase (or high ionic strength) but not sigma-subunit. Phage PBS2 induces an entirely new multisubunit RNA polymerase that specifically transcribes PBS2 DNA in vitro. This enzyme is synthesized de novo after infection and does not arise by modification of the B. subtilis holoenzyme.